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Herding Cats!



Essential Questions!

1.  What is teacher leadership?!
2.  What types of leadership activities/roles 

are available in schools?!
3.  How do PLCs and action research work 

together to build strong teacher leaders? !
4.  How do schools  support or promote 

teacher leadership?  What is the LEAs 
role in supporting teacher leadership?!

 !



Essential Question #1 
 

What is teacher leadership?!



This I Believe!

•  Take 3 minutes to write about teacher 
leadership. !

•  Stand up and find a partner!
•  One reader and one listener.!
•  The listener can ask questions – clarifying, 

more detail, etc. !
•  Switch roles!
•  Share new perspectives with larger group!



How do we build teacher leaders?!

!
Bottom-up!

Or!
Top Down?!



!!
!
!
Unless the top-down approach is handled with 
extreme sensitivity, it as not likely as the other 
strategies to lead commitment of the part of 
principals and to profound improvement in the 
school….Unless a top-down approach facilitates 
the creation of a community of leaders, it is not 
likely to stand the test of time. ! !(Mitchell 
and Sackney, 2012)!



Essential Question #2 
 

What types of leadership 
activities/roles are available in 

schools?!



Big Rocks!



Promoting Teacher Leadership!

  Developing Relationships in Support of Teacher Leadership!

  Recasting Leadership!

  Building Strong Relationships with Teachers!

  Rethinking Conceptions of Power!

  Fashioning Supportive Organizational Structures!

  Working to Promote Teacher Leadership!

  Promoting Professional Development!



          Pockets of Excellence!

“I’ve become more and more convinced that, in 
education, we don’t benchmark enough.  We 

find thousands of wonderful classrooms, pockets 
of excellence sprinkled around the country, but 
we rarely see those classrooms being studied 
and replicated.  We rarely see the systematic 

spread of best practices.” !
             ~Ellen Keene, Mosaic of Thought!



Essential Question #3 
 

How do PLCs and action research 
work together to build strong 

teacher leaders?  
!



Inquiry Oriented PLCs!

•  Combines the best of both 
Professional Learning Communities 
and Inquiry or Action Research!

•  Model is well suited for use with data 
coaching model on which the Ohio 
Improvement Process (OIP) is based 
but is flexible enough to handle 
broader questions. !



What does it look like?!

PLCs meet to:!
“…learn from practice through 
structured dialogue and engage in 
continuous cycles though the 
process of action research”!



Teacher Leadership Curriculum!

A. Developing an understanding of the whole 
school !

1. Understanding how schools work!
2. Understanding professional responsibilities of leaders!
3. Developing a deeper understanding of leadership!
!

B. Working productively with others!
4. Developing more effective interpersonal skills!
5. Learning to coach/mentor others!
6. Facilitating productive collaboration!

!
!



Teacher Leadership Curriculum!

C. Deepening the instructional capacity of colleagues !
7. Designing and implementing high-quality professional 
development!
8. Recognizing, assessing, and supporting quality 
instructional practices with colleagues!
9. Program evaluation on teacher leaders!

D. Leading school improvement!
10. Developing and sustaining professional learning 
communities!
11. Leading change!
12. Teacher leader research!
13. Teacher leadership research!
14. Promoting equitable schools for students and families!

!



Action Research Steps!

1.  Wonder: What did we notice?!
2.  Collect data: What information supports our 

wonderings?!
3.  Analyze the data: Why does that happen?!
4.    Make improvements in practice: How can we 

use this to make the experience richer for 
students?!

1.  Share learning: How do we tell the story?!



Wonderings!



Reflection Question!

!How will engaging in this 
process help to build strong 
teacher leaders?!



Essential Question #4 
 

How do schools  support or promote 
teacher leadership?  What is the LEAs 
role in supporting teacher leadership? 

 
!



Do your school structures provide true 
leadership opportunities?!

•  Cultural Factors!
– Risk taking!
– Democratic norms!
– Teachers as professionals!

•  Structural Factors!
– Mechanisms for involvement in school governance!
– Mechanisms for proposing ideas!
– Time for collaboration!
– Opportunities for skill acquisition!



Opportunities to Take Initiative!

•  I never propose a new idea because I know it 
will be shot down.!

•  Every now and then, my colleagues and I 
muster the courage to make a proposal to the 
administration; these have received some 
consideration.!

•  I feel that ideas I have would be welcomed by 
administrators.!

•  Teachers are actively encouraged to propose 
new ideas; sometimes there is even funding 
available to support their implementation.!



Providing Support at the LEA Level!
Stand Up-Hand Up-Pair Up!
!

For each question – try to come up with 
three answers:!
• What type of support do you currently 
provide?!
• What additional support might be needed?!



The Orange Story:  Increased  student 
achievement through structured teacher 
leadership opportunities

Literacy Leaders 

Each One Reach One- After School Intervention  Program

District and Building Data Leadership teams!







How do we know it is working?  
!

!
    Program evaluation!
!
    Student impact!

    Staff response!

    Program growth!



District and Building Data teams- Orange City 
Schools!

Focus of the PLC: !
Learn how to use data at every level of the 
system!

Teacher !
Building!
District!

Learn about a connected infrastructure!



What We Know: Teacher Leadership- 
data teams 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bill Daggett 
Linda Darling-Hammond 
Rick DuFour 
Richard Elmore 
Michael Fullan 
John Hattie 
Robert Marzano 
Brian McNulty 
Vivian Robinson!

Step 1!
Collect 

and chart  
data!

Step 2!
Analyze 
student 

work!

Step 3!
Establish 

shared 
expectations !

Step 4!
Implement 

expectations!

Step 5!
Collect, 

chart and 
analyze post 

data!





Report Card 2013-2014!
!

Annual Measurable Objectives (AMO)/Gap Closure!
!
!

2012-2013! 2013-2014!

District ! B! B!
Moreland! F! B!

Brady! C! B!

OHS! A! B!



Student Support Services: Report Card-Special 
Education and At-Risk!



Considerations and 
Recommendations!
!
1.  Why do we need to strategically develop teacher leadership?!
• Sustained direction of district!
• Focus on district’s priorities!
• Built in succession plan regardless of administrative turn over!
• Resource utilization: narrow, deep, and focused Vs. wide spread and 
non-targeted!
• Culture maintenance or culture change!
!
2. How do we create the conditions for leadership?!
• Focus on the “why”!
• Establish program evaluation markers short term and long term!
• Be relentless in your evaluation of priorities- keep coming back to why 
and ask how do we know this is working?!
!



Evaluation!



For more information:!
Kersh Naidu!
Director of Student Support Services!
Orange City Schools!
knaidu@orangecsd.org!
Darla Wagner!
Assistant Principal, Brady Middle Schools!
Orange City Schools!
dwagner@orangecsd.org!


